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ABSTRACT 
Validation of criticality calculations using SCALA was performed using data presented in the International 

Handbook of Evaluated Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments. This paper contains the results of statistical analysis 
of discrepancies between calculated and benchmark-model keff and conclusions about uncertainties of criticality 
prediction for different types of multiplying systems following from this analysis. 

INTRODUCTION 
In Figure 1 the scheme of the SCALA system is shown. 

The present version of the system is able to solve two 
problems: criticality calculations and depletion analysis 
calculations. In both cases the ABBN-93 [1] 299-group 
constant set is used as the source of the nuclear data. The 
CONSYST code prepares the ABBN-93 constants for 
criticality calculations. Then criticality calculations are 
performed using one of the criticality calculational codes 
included in the system. For criticality safety estimations 
the MMK-KENO code is recommended. This code is a 
modification of the well-known KENO-V.a code with 
extensions, which allow use of special geometrical 
modules of the MMK-FK code. These extensions were 
first implemented for convenient modeling of hexagonal 
lattices used in the Russian VVER- and LMFBR-type 
reactors and for some special configurations which cannot 
be modeled using the geometrical models available in 
KENO-V.a. The MMK-FK Monte-Carlo code has been 
used for criticality safety calculations at IPPE for many 
years, and the possibility of retrieving many previous 
problem inputs was the second reason for modification of 
the KENO code. 

If the goal of a calculation is criticality, then only a 
simple post-processing of the MMK-KENO output is 
necessary to provide neutron balance data, spectral 
characteristics, etc. This post-processing is performed 
using the MAYAK code. If the goal of the calculation is 
nuclide composition of spent fuel, then MAYAK prepares 
all necessary input data for calculations with such codes 
as ORIGEN or its Russian analogue CARE.  

The preparation consists of the calculation of one-
group cross sections averaged with the neutron spectrum 

in the fuel region and normalization of neutron flux to the 
desired power level. Cross sections for nuclides whose 
concentrations are so important that they are used in input 
for the flux calculations are extracted from the CONSYST 
output (i.e. self-shielded cross sections are used for these 
materials); for other nuclides, data from a special ABBN-93 

FIGURE 1. Scheme of the SCALA System 
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reactions cross-section library are used. If the data for 
some nuclide formed during depletion are absent in this 
library, cross sections from the ORIGEN code library are 
used. The MAYAK code also determines the number (and 
duration) of time steps at which nuclide compositions 
must be calculated without changing the one-group cross-
sections set. When these calculations are finished, 
MAYAK compiles, if necessary, a new input for 
calculations of criticality and flux and prepares 
multigroup capture cross sections for the lump fission 
product using the calculated detailed composition of 
fission products. Therefore the present version of SCALA 
allows one to perform depletion calculations as well as 
criticality calculations for fresh fuel. 

Two described sequences of the SCALA system are 
ready now for consideration by the expert commission 
which could recommended it for licensing practice. 
Validation of criticality safety will be described below in 
this paper. Status of the depletion analysis sequence will 
be considered in a separate report [2]. 

Further development of the SCALA system is in the 
following directions: 
• evaluation of uncertainty of calculation of criticality; 
• calculations of reactivity effects in power reactors; 
• calculations of shielding of fuel transportation casks. 

For these aims the DANSYS, DOORS, and their 
Russian analogues, such as TRIGEX code systems will 
be used with the ABBN-93 multigroup cross-section 
system. 

Approach to Statistical Analysis  
of Deviations between Calculated  
and Experimental Data 

Validation of the criticality calculation sequence of 
the SCALA system described here was performed using 
data from the International Handbook of Evaluated 
Criticality Safety Benchmark Experiments [3]. Therefore 
only the KENO inputs of the MMK-KENO code were 
used for this validation. Numerical tests showed that for 
the same geometry model the MMK inputs and the KENO 
inputs led to results that coincided within uncertainties of 
the Monte-Carlo calculations. 

Uncertainties of the deviation of calculated keff from 
the experimental one were estimated as  
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Here δk e,i is the uncertainty of the benchmark-model 
keff indicated in the evaluation; δk c,i is the statistical 
uncertainty associated with the Monte-Carlo calculation. 
So if the evaluation of the experiment was performed 
correctly, then it is possible to say that the deviation 
between calculational and evaluated experimental results 
k c,i – k e,i is caused by only the uncertainty of the neutron 
data used for the calculations. 

When the same neutron data are used for all 
calculations, it is reasonable to consider the weighted 
average deviation defined as 
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If it is supposed that neutron data is accurate enough 
and uncertainties of different experiments are not 
correlated, then the expected square average data scatter 
between calculational and experimental results can be 
estimated as 
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Thus we can expect that the average deviation 
between calculation and experiment will be equal to zero 
with uncertainty equal to ±δk expected. If we suppose that the 
discovered average deviation ∆k is caused by uncertainties 
of the neutron data used, then it is possible to use this 
value as a bias constant for a considered set of 
experiments with similar spectral characteristics. 
Observed square average data scatter between biased 
calculational results and one separate experiment is 
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If δk observed ≈ δk expected, the hypothesis that the 
uncertainty of experimental data is estimated correctly and 
that these uncertainties are not correlated is confirmed. If 
the difference between δk expected and δk observed is 
statistically significant, no adjustment of neutron data will 
allow one to describe the experimental data and it is 
necessary to disregard this hypothesis. 

Of course, from a practical point of view, of much more 
interest is the value of the uncertainty to assign to calculational 
results. If uncertainties of all considered n experimental values 
are estimated correctly (i.e. δk observed ≈ δk expected) and are 
independent, then this uncertainty can be estimated as 

1),max( −nkk expectedobserved δδ . But as a rule, we do 
not have sufficient reasons to suppose the independence 
of experimental uncertainties and such an estimation 
seems too optimistic. Nevertheless the described statistical 
consideration is useful because it presents a basis for less 
rigorous but more realistic estimations of uncertainties of 
biased calculated results. 



 

 

Validation of Critical Experiments with 
Compact Metal Cores 
Bare Critical Assemblies 

Four groups of bare metal assemblies were 
considered: 
• Seven highly enriched uranium spheres, 

parallelepipeds, or cylinders (3 American, 4 Russian); 
one sphere with enrichment of 36%, cores of all other 
assemblies had enrichments of 90-96%. 

• Four plutonium spheres (2 American, 2 Russian); 
240Pu content was varied from 2% to 20%. 

• Two spheres with central plutonium core (5-9% 
240Pu) surrounded by shell of highly enriched (90-
93%) uranium (1 American, 1 Russian). 

• Three spheres of 233U (two of them enclosed in highly 
enriched uranium; all American). 
For all cases, data of calculations using KENO with 

ABBN-93 and MCNP with ENDF/B-V already existed. 
The authors had obtained the former; the later were taken 
from the Handbook [3]. Results of comparison of 
calculated and experimental data are given in Table 1. 

Data of Table 1 show that ABBN-93 as well as 
ENDF/B-V invariably underestimate keff by ~0.3%. 
Differences between δk observed and δk expected are not statistically 
significant. These observations support the hypothesis of the 
need for neutron data adjustment or simply introducing 
corresponding biases in the calculated results. 

It is reasonable to note that the critical sphere of 
36%-enriched uranium is the only HEU assembly for 
which the calculated keff exceeded the experimental one 
(by +0.08% using ABBN-93; by +0.54% using ENDF/B-V). 
Exclusion of this assembly from consideration led to the 
increase of average deviations but reduced δk observed:  
–0.29±0.17% for ABBN-93; –0.29±0.14% for ENDF/B-V. 

Experimental data for bare metal systems are not so 
numerous that one is able to use the 11 −n  factor for 
estimation of the uncertainty of the biased calculated keff; 
a value of ±0.15% seems sufficiently realistic. 

Effectiveness of Reflector 

To avoid the uncertainty connected with correlation 
between the keff’s calculated for the bare and the reflected 
assembly, not the difference between the calculational and 
the experimental value of keff for the reflected assembly 

(i.e. the value of k c, refl – k e, refl) are considered, but the 
difference between the differences of these values for the 
reflected and for the corresponding bare assembly (i.e. the 
value of (k c, refl – k e, refl) – (k c, bare – k e, bare)), investigated 
at the same facility. Three reflector materials that are the 
most interesting from the point of view of criticality safety 
were considered: 
• Depleted uranium. Fifteen spherical assemblies with 

reflector thickness varying from 2.3 cm to 27.9 cm: 
three with 233U cores, two with plutonium cores, one 
with mixed U-Pu core, and nine with HEU cores (11 
American and 2 Russian assemblies). 

• Iron. Six spherical assemblies with thickness of the 
reflector varying from 1.55 cm to 20 cm: two with 
HEU cores, four with plutonium cores (all Russian). 

• Water or polyethylene with HEU cores. Four 
spherical assemblies: three (Russian) with 
polyethylene reflectors with thicknesses from 1.45 cm 
to 13 cm and one (American) with a thick water 
reflector. 

• Water or polyethylene with plutonium cores. Four 
spherical assemblies: three (Russian) with 
polyethylene reflectors with thicknesses from 1.6 cm 
to 5.6 cm and one (American) with a thick water 
reflector. 
Results are collected in Table 2. Results obtained 

using MCNP with ENDF/B-VI from Reference [4] are 
also included when possible. Data for hydrogenous 
reflectors are considered separately for uranium and 
plutonium cores because these reflectors so strongly 
soften the neutron spectrum that resonance and thermal 
regions specific to uranium and plutonium became 
important. 

It is necessary to point out that no systematic 
dependence of deviation on reflector thickness was found 
for the considered materials. In some cases δk observed 
exceeds δk expected by one-and-a-half or even two times, but 
this does not seem to be a strong contradiction for such 
poor statistics. All neutron data libraries that were used 
allow one to predict the effectiveness of the uranium 
reflector quite well. ENDF/B-VI predicts the effectiveness 
of an iron reflector noticeably better than ABBN-93, and 
in fact ENDF/B-V overestimates this effectiveness by 
almost 1%. Despite the rather large scatter of the data it is 
reasonable to keep this fact in mind. 

Polyethylene and water reflector effectiveness for 
highly enriched uranium cores is predicted acceptably. 

T

 Description  
# of Group 
1 Bare HEU system
2 Bare Plutonium s
3 Plutonium + HEU
4 U-233 bare and w
ABLE 1. Bare Metal Critical Assemblies – Deviations (% keff) 

No of KENO (ABBN-93) MCNP (ENDF/B-V) 
Cases δk expected ∆k ± δk observed δk expected ∆k ± δk observed 

s 7 ±0.14 –0.25±0.22 ±0.14 –0.22±0.26 
pheres 4 ±0.21 –0.31±0.13 ±0.22 –0.38±0.15 
 spheres 2 ±0.18 –0.28±0.12 ±0.17 –0.09±0.10 

ith HEU 3 ±0.14 –0.38±0.07 ±0.14 –0.18±0.18 



 

 

But all considered cross-section libraries overestimate keff 
for polyethylene-reflected plutonium spheres. Because all 
polyethylene-reflected plutonium spheres were 
investigated at one laboratory, it is especially important to 
consider data for water-reflected plutonium spheres 
investigated in other countries. Unfortunately having only 
one such critical assembly does not allow one to deduce a 
definite conclusion: ABBN-93 gives for this assembly the 
opposite sign from ENDF/B-V of ∆k, but ENDF/B-V 
leads to about the same deviation between calculated and 
measured reflector effectiveness as in the case of 
polyethylene reflector. 

From the data of Table 2 it could be concluded that 
the reflector effectiveness may be calculated with an 
uncertainty of about ±0.2% (after biasing if it is 
necessary). 

Validation of Solution Critical Experiments 

Five groups of solution experiments were analyzed: 
• critical assemblies with solutions of highly enriched 

uranyl nitrate or fluoride solutions in water; 
• critical assemblies with the same solutions in heavy 

water; 
• critical assemblies with low enriched uranyl nitrate 

solutions in water; 
• critical assemblies with solutions of 233U; 
• critical assemblies with solutions of plutonium nitrate 

in water. 
Comparison of calculated and experimental data in 

terms of the average characteristics described above is 
given in Table 3. 

The first group of benchmarks includes only 
geometrically simple assemblies without dissolved 
absorbers. δk observed is considerably greater than δk expected. 
This means that the uncertainties associated with the 
experimental data are too small (about two times). If the 
data is averaged separately for each series then δk observed 
obtained for each series is, as a rule, smaller than the 
corresponding δk expected (exceptions are HST-005 and the 
set of series of HST-014 through -019, where these values 
are comparable one with other). This indicates that some 
contradiction exists between series, connected, one might 
think, with some unknown uncertainties.  

This contradiction does not allow one to assign to the 
biased calculational result the uncertainty equal to 

1−nkobservedδ , where n is the number of considered 
experiments: the resulting uncertainty ±0.07% seems to be 
too optimistic. 

But if one considers n as the number of series, then 
the estimated uncertainty of the biased calculational result 
becomes ±0.2% and it is perhaps close to reality. 

The existing poor data for heavy water solutions 
described by calculations give results that are no better 
than for light water solutions. In spite of the fact that the 
scatter of the results in this group is extremely small, the 
realistic uncertainty for the biased calculational result is 
not better than 0.3%, in our opinion. 

Data for the low-enriched uranium solutions are also 
poor. In contrast with the heavy water solutions the scatter 
of the results in this set of the experiments is very large. 
We think that the uncertainty of the biased calculational 
results is not better than 0.5%. 

TABLE 2. Reflector Effectiveness – Deviations (% keff) 

 Reflector Noof KENO (ABBN-93) MCNP (ENDF/B-V) MCNP (ENDF/B-VI) 
# Material Cases δk expected ∆k ± δk observed δk expected ∆k ± δk observed δk expected ∆k ± δk observed 
1 DU 15 ±0.25 +0.15±0.25 ±0.26 +0.33±0.30 – – 
2 Iron 6 ±0.30 –0.33±0.28 ±0.30 +0.88±0.46 ±0.28 –0.01±0.25 
3 PET, 3 ±0.25 +0.03±0.27 ±0.23 –0.14±0.24 ±0.24 +0.39±0.14 
 H2O 1 ±0.20 –0.01 ±0.19 +0.12   

4 PET, 3 ±0.24 +0.40±0.41 ±0.23 +0.40±0.29 ±0.25 +0.59±0.11 
 H2O 1 ±0.23 –0.16 ±0.23 +0.36   

 

 Group 
of 

# Assemblies
1 HEU-SOL-THERM 
2 HEU-SOL-THERM 
3 LEU-SOL-THERM 
4 U233-SOL-THERM
5 PU-SOL-THERM 
TABLE 3. Solution Critical Experiments – Deviations (% keff) 

No 
of 

No 
of 

KENO (ABBN-93) MCNP (ENDF/B-V) 

 Series Cases δk expected ∆k ± δk observed δk expected ∆k ± δk observed 
(H2O) 21 96 ±0.32 +0.33±0.66 ±0.35 +0.28±0.52 
(D2O) 2 11 ±0.42 +0.31±0.07 ±0.42 +0.26±0.07 

3 13 ±0.42 –0.12±0.70 ±0.42 +0.02±0.56 
 2 6 ±0.32 +0.83±0.17 ±0.32 +0.02±0.10 

22 380 
±0.38 –0.11±0.55 ±0.46 +1.00±0.59 



 

 

Data for the solutions of 233U are described with the 
ENDF/B-V cross sections much better than by ABBN-93. 
This fact was not clear till now. 

Numerous data for the plutonium solutions contain 
some internal contradictions. These contradictions will be 
discussed in a separate report [5]. 

Validation of Lattice Critical Experiments 

The next two groups of critical experiments used for 
the SCALA validation were assemblies with uranium 
oxide pin lattices. The first group contains 9 such 
experiments collected in four series: HCT-011, -012, -013, 
and -014. These experiments were performed with rods of 
highly enriched (80%) uranium dioxide in an aluminum 
matrix. Second group contains 116 critical assemblies 
collected in 6 series: LCT-001, -002, -003, -004, -010, 
and -016. The results of calculational analysis of these two 
sets of benchmarks are given in Table 4. 

Deviations in lattice experiments are noticeably larger 
than in the case of solution experiments considered above. 
Calculations underestimate keff by 0.5% or even greater. 
In the HCT group δk observed is found to be smaller than 
δk expected. In the LCT group δk observed is two times greater 
than δk expected. It seems too risky to recommend an applied 
bias of about 0.5% to the calculational results for this set 
of experiments, first of all because for much simpler 
homogeneous experiments this bias has the opposite sign, 
and secondly because all analyzed data for the HCT 
experiments were obtained by the same experimental 
group and the data for the low enriched solutions are poor. 
It is clear that it is necessary to carefully investigate the 
possible reasons for the contradictions noted between 
heterogeneous and homogeneous benchmarks. In 
particularly if each series of the experiments included in 
the LCT group will be averaged separately then we obtain 
the following ∆k ± δk expected (according to the ABBN-93 
cross sections): 
• LCT-001 (8 assemblies): +0.30±0.20 
• LCT-002 (5 assemblies): +0.24±0.35 
• LCT-003 (22 assemblies): –1.46±0.21 
• LCT-004 (20 assemblies): –1.1±0.32 
• LCT-010 (30 assemblies): –0.11±0.48 
• LCT-016 (32 assemblies): –0.48±0.12 

It is clear that the average bias of –0.5% is caused by 
the data of two series, LCT-003 and LCT-016, the data of 
which are characterized by good internal consistency (in 

both series δk observed < δk expected) but which obviously 
contradict the results of other series. 

CONCLUSION 
From the data given above, it is clear that the SCALA 

system allows one to predict the keff values of critical 
assemblies varying from a very hard spectrum like Godiva 
to the well thermalized, large solution assemblies with an 
uncertainty, as a rule, not greater than 0.5% and better if a 
bias factor derived from the provided validation would be 
used. 

The greatest deviation (near 0.9%) between 
calculations and experiments were found in the case of 
233U water solutions. ENDF/B-V allows one to describe 
these assemblies very well. Criticality of metal spheres 
from 233U is also better described by ENDF/B-V, so the 
necessity of reviewing the neutron data for 233U used in 
ABBN-93 is evident.  

For other group of experiments KENO+ABBN-93 
calculations agree with experimental data no better than 
calculations using MCNP+ENDF/B-V. One important 
case is the group of plutonium solution experiments for 
which ENDF/B-V data led to overestimation of keff by 
about 1%. These data are considered in more detail in a 
separate paper [5]. 

Conclusions based on the set of rather simple systems 
considered here were confirmed by comparison with many 
more geometrically complicated benchmarks from the 
Handbook [5] and other sources. These data are not given 
here because their grouping is a problem and a separate 
consideration of these experiments would be too long. 
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TABLE 4. Lattice Experiments – Deviations (% keff) 

 Group 
of 

No 
of 

No 
of 

KENO (ABBN-93) MCNP (ENDF/B-V) 

# Assemblies Series Cases δk expected ∆k ± δk observed δk expected ∆k ± δk observed 
1 HEU-COMP-THERM  4 9 ±0.41 –0.44±0.15 ±0.42 –0.76±0.33 
2 LEU-COMP-THERM 6 116 ±0.32 –0.51±0.62 ±0.48 –0.58±0.96 


